Information Theoretic Model Selection for Accurately Estimating Unreported COVID-19 Infections
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Abstract

Estimating the true magnitude of infections was one of the significant challenges in combating the COVID-19 outbreak early on. Our inability in doing so allowed unreported infections to drive up disease spread in numerous regions in the US and worldwide. Even today, identifying the true magnitude (the number of total infections) is still challenging, despite the use of surveillance-based methods such as serological studies, due to their costs and biases. This paper proposes an information theoretic approach to estimate total infections accurately. Our approach is built on top of ordinary differential equations based epidemiological models, which have been used extensively in understanding the dynamics of COVID-19, and aims to estimate the true total infections and a parameterization that “best describes” the observed reported infections. Our experiments show that the parameterization learned by our framework leads to a better estimation of total infections and forecasts of the reported infections compared to a “baseline” parameterization, which is learned via usual model calibration. We also demonstrate that our framework can be leveraged to simulate what-if scenarios with non-pharmaceutical interventions. Our results also support earlier findings that most COVID-19 infections were unreported and non-pharmaceutical interventions indeed helped mitigate the COVID-19 outbreak. Our approach gives a general method to use information theoretic techniques to improve epidemic modeling, which can also be applied to other diseases.
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Introduction

The COVID-19 pandemic has emerged as one of the most formidable public health challenges in recent history. By Dec 1, 2021, it had already resulted in more than 48 million reported infections and 0.78 million deaths in the United States alone. Worldwide reported infections total at 262 million and deaths at 5.22 million [18]. The devastating effect of COVID-19 extends for the public health sector and the economy as well. For example, in the US, the unemployment rate peaked at 15.8 percent in April 2020 [6], and U.S. GDP contracted at a 3.5% annualized rate for 2020 [1]. Similar economic impacts have been observed worldwide.

One of the significant challenges in combating the COVID-19 pandemic early on was the inability to estimate the true magnitude of infections. As noted by many studies [13, 11, 55, 53, 39], a significant number of COVID-19 infections were unreported, due to various factors such as the lack of testing and asymptomatic infections. In the early stages, transmissions in previously unreported regions were facilitated by unreported infections before being detected. For example, phylogenetic studies revealed that COVID-19 had locally spread in Washington state before active community surveillance was implemented in early 2020 [14]. Similarly, there were only 23 reported infections in five major U.S. cities by March 1, 2020. However, it has been estimated that there were already more than 28000 total infections in those cities by then [5]. Similar trends were observed in Italy, Germany, and the UK [58], and this continues to be a challenge even today [8, 30].

More generally, accurate estimation of the true magnitude of infections is a fundamental epidemiological question and critical for pandemic planning and response. To capture it, we define the reported rate as the ratio of reported infections to total infections in this paper. This contrasts with the more extensively studied notion of case ascertainment rate, which is the ratio of reported symptomatic infections to the actual number of symptomatic infections [50] (i.e., this doesn’t take asymptomatic infections into account). We focus on the reported rate because asymptomatic infections are also infectious and contribute substantially to the community transmission as many studies have shown [56, 41]. Estimation of the reported rate is challenging, and there are limitations in all current methods, as as discuss next.

One of the most effective methods to identify the reported rate in a region is through large-scale serological studies [54, 26, 62]. These surveys use blood tests to identify the prevalence of antibodies against SARS-CoV-2 in a large population. The CDC COVID Data Tracker portal [2, 26] summarizes the results of serological studies conducted by commercial laboratories at a national level as well as at 10 specific sites. For example, the estimated reported rate was at most 0.1 in Minneapolis and South Florida as of April 2020 (i.e., at least 10 times more total infections than reported infections). While serological studies can give an accurate estimation, they are expensive and are not sustainable in the long run [11]. It is even more challenging to perform them in real-time as there are unavoidable delays between sample collection and laboratory tests [2, 26]. Serological studies can also suffer from sampling biases, and heuristics need to be designed to account for them [9].

Other lines of work to estimate the reported rate for COVID-19 exploits existing influenza surveillance systems to estimate symptomatic infections [40], due to symptomatic similarities between the two diseases. However, they also suffer from ad-hoc corrections to account for the similarities between COVID-19 and influenza symptoms.

In the face of these challenges, data scientists and epidemiologists have devoted much time and effort to estimate the reported rate through epidemiological models [39, 50, 12, 48, 36, 38, 60, 25, 33, 61]. They calibrate these models to reported data (say the time series of reported infections \( D_{\text{reported}} \)) to learn parameterizations and use them to estimate the reported rate. For an epidemiological model, denoted by \( O_M \), we refer to a parameterization learned from such model
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Figure 1: The workflow of MdlInfer. (a) The baseline parameterization underestimates the unreported infections (Shown in light green in the iceberg plot in (c)). (b) Our MDL model selection approach MdlInfer estimates the magnitude of COVID-19 infections accurately by inferring unreported infections given the reported infections. In MdlInfer, the DATA is the reported infections \( D_{\text{reported}} \), which a hypothetical Sender \( S \) wants to transmit to a Receiver \( R \). At a high level, the sender \( S \) will send the DATA by sending the total infections \( D \), the “baseline parameterization” \( p \), and the “candidate” parameterization \( p' \). (c) MDLPARAM reveals that a large majority of COVID-19 infections were unreported. We visualize the estimated reported rate using the iceberg. The height of the iceberg over water (in white) and the height below the water (in blue) are proportional to the reported and unreported infections estimated using MdlInfer. The number of COVID-19 reported infections is just the tip of an iceberg, while the whole iceberg corresponds to the total infections estimated by MdlInfer.

calibration as a “baseline parameterization” \( p \), and the estimated reported rate as \( \alpha_{\text{reported}} \); later we will consider specific choices of \( O_M \) from recent work. However, this “model estimated” reported rate is still problematic because of ad-hoc calibrating assumptions such as predefining a set of parameters \([17]\) or heuristics for parameter estimation (e.g., limiting the search space to a narrow range \([19]\)). As we will show later in our results, minor errors in estimates of reported rates may lead to very different forecasts of future trends and intervention policy recommendations. Hence a principled approach is needed in order to estimate the actual reported rate.

To achieve this goal, we propose a new information theory-based approach. For simplicity, let us assume the reported rate to be a constant (we discuss how we handle time-varying rates in the next section). Our central intuition is: imagine we are given \( D \), a time series consisting of the accurate values of total infections within a given time period. By calibrating the epidemiological model \( O_M \) against \( D \), the model can learn a “candidate” parameterization \( p' \) and use it to calculate the corresponding reported rate \( \alpha'_{\text{reported}} \). Intuitively, this parameterization \( p' \) should be better than the baseline parameterization \( p \) because it is done using the total infections as well not just the reported ones. Using this \( D \) and \( \alpha'_{\text{reported}} \), we should be able to consequently also “describe"
the reported infections $D_{\text{reported}}$ “better” (as $D_{\text{reported}}$ should be just $\alpha_{\text{reported}}$). One way to measure the quality of this description is to compute the number of bits needed to encode it. Hence our problem is one of developing a principled framework to choose among competing descriptions (i.e., perform “model selection”) such that we can find the one that takes the fewest number of bits. So we develop an information theoretic framework to estimate the actual total infections - by posing an optimization problem which (roughly) aims to find the $D$ which minimizes the number of bits required to encode the observed $D_{\text{reported}}$.

Following the discussion above, to encode the $D_{\text{reported}}$, we intuitively need the variables $D$ and $\alpha_{\text{reported}}$. Let us denote $\text{DATA} = D_{\text{reported}}$ and $\text{MODEL} = (D, \alpha_{\text{reported}})$. Note that this $\text{MODEL}$ is meant for encoding purposes only and is different from the base epidemiological ODE model $O_M$. The optimization problem then is defined over all possible values of $\text{MODEL}$ to encode $\text{DATA}$ efficiently. Following the convention in information theory, we use $L(\text{MODEL})$ to denote the number of bits required to encode the $\text{MODEL}$; and $L(\text{DATA}|\text{MODEL})$ to denote the number of bits required to encode the $\text{DATA}, D_{\text{reported}}$, given the $\text{MODEL}$. The overall objective of our optimization problem is to infer an optimal $\text{MODEL}^*$, which minimizes $L(\text{MODEL}) + L(\text{DATA}|\text{MODEL})$. To be more specific, we in fact set our $\text{MODEL} = (D', \alpha', \text{p})$ in our complete formulation (see Methods section for details).

The optimization framework described above follows the popular two-part Minimum Description Length (MDL) framework which follows the general maxim of ‘induction by compression’. The two-part MDL (aka sender-receiver framework) consists of hypothetical actors $S$ and $R$. Sender $S$ has $\text{DATA}$ and wants to transmit it to receiver $R$ using as few bits as possible [24]. Hence, sender $S$ searches for the best possible $\text{MODEL}$, which minimizes the overall cost of encoding and transmitting both the $\text{MODEL}$ and the $\text{DATA}$ given the $\text{MODEL}$. Note that the two-part MDL (and MDL in general) does not assume the nature of the $\text{DATA}$ or the $\text{MODEL}$, which exactly fits our objective. It has been widely used for numerous optimization problems ranging from network summarization [34], causality inference [16], and failure detection in critical infrastructures [10]. MDL has also previously been used for some epidemiological problems, mainly in inferring patient-zero and associated infections in cascades over contact networks [17]. However, our technique is the first to propose an MDL-based approach on top of ODE-based epidemiological models, which are harder to formulate and optimize.

We call our MDL-based optimization framework $\text{MDLINFER}$. Our experiments showcase our method using two different ODE-based epidemiological models as $O_M$: SAPHIRE model [24] and SEIR+HD model [33]. They both have previously performed well in fitting reported infections and highlighted beneficial insights for the COVID-19 response. The SAPHIRE model focuses on two key features of the outbreak: high covertness and high transmissibility that drove the outbreak of COVID-19 in Wuhan. The SEIR+HD model investigates how non-pharmaceutical interventions like social distancing will be needed to maintain epidemic control. These models are representative enough to show that $\text{MDLINFER}$ gives consistent performance with multiple epidemiological models with different dynamics. As we will show later, we do not estimate an accurate reported rate and total infections in both models without our framework. We use $\text{BASEPARAM}$ to represent the baseline parameterization $\text{p}$ obtained via standard model calibration. Similarly, we use $\text{MDLPARAM}$ to represent the optimal parameterization identified by $\text{MDLINFER}$. Our experiments show that $\text{MDLPARAM}$ is clearly superior to $\text{BASEPARAM}$ in estimating total infections. An example is shown in Figure 1. By March 11, 2020, the Minneapolis Metro Area had only 16 COVID-19 reported infections. The best version of $\text{BASEPARAM}$ estimated 182 total infections (colored as light green in the iceberg). On the other hand, our $\text{MDLPARAM}$ gave an estimate of 301 total infections shown below the sea level, which is closer to the total infections estimated from serological studies [23]. Additionally, $\text{MDLPARAM}$ also leads to better a fit and future projections on reported infections. We also demonstrate that $\text{MDLPARAM}$ can aid policy making by analyzing
counter-factual non-pharmaceutical interventions, while inaccurate BaseParam estimates lead to wrong non-pharmaceutical intervention conclusions.

Results

Here, we present our empirical findings on a set of experiments at different geographical regions and time periods. We choose these regions and periods based on the severity of outbreak and the availability of the serological studies and symptomatic surveillance dataset. As mentioned above, we use the SAPHIRE model [25] and SEIR+HD model [33] as the base epidemiological models $O_M$. We show consistently good performance for MdlInfer on both models.

In each region, we divide the timeline into two time periods: (i) observed period, when only the number of reported infections are available, and the models are calibrated to learn the parameterizations, and (ii) future period, where we evaluate the forecasts generated by the epidemiological models and calibrated parameterizations learned in the observed period. To handle the time-varying reported rates, we divide the observed period into multiple sub periods and learn different rates for each sub period separately.

(A) Estimating Total Infections: MdlParam estimates total infections more accurately than BaseParam

Here, we use the point estimates of the total infections calculated from serological studies as the ground truth (black dots shown in Figure 2). We call it SEROStudy$_{Tinf}$. We also plot MdlParam’s estimation of total infections, MdlParam$_{Tinf}$, in the same figure (red curve). To compare the performance of our approach and the baselines with SEROStudy$_{Tinf}$, we use the cumulative value of estimated total infections. However, serological studies numbers are not directly comparable with the total infections because of the lag between antibodies becoming detectable and infections being reported [2, 26]. In Figure 2, we have already accounted for this lag following the CDC serological studies [2, 26] (See Methods section for details). The vertical black line shows a 95% confidence interval for SEROStudy$_{Tinf}$. The blue curve represents BaseParam’s estimation of total infections, BaseParam$_{Tinf}$. As seen in the figure, MdlParam$_{Tinf}$ falls within the confidence interval of the estimates given by serological studies. Significantly, in Figure 2 (c) and (d) for South Florida, the BaseParam for the SAPHIRE model [25] overestimates the total infections, while the SEIR+HD model underestimates the total infections. However, MdlParam consistently predicts the total infections correctly. This observation shows that as necessary, MdlParam$_{Tinf}$ can improve upon the BaseParam$_{Tinf}$ in either direction (i.e., by increasing or decreasing the total infections). Note that the MdlParam$_{Tinf}$ curve from both the models are similar even when the BaseParam$_{Tinf}$ curves are different. This shows that MdlInfer is consistently able to estimate total infections more accurately.

To quantify the performance gap between the two approaches, we first compute the root mean squared error (RMSE) between SEROStudy$_{Tinf}$ and BaseParam$_{Tinf}$. We then compute the same between SEROStudy$_{Tinf}$ and MdlParam$_{Tinf}$. We then compute the ratio, $\rho_{Tinf}$, of the two RMSE errors as $\frac{\text{RMSE(BaseParam}_{Tinf}, \text{SEROStudy}_{Tinf})}{\text{RMSE(MdlParam}_{Tinf}, \text{SEROStudy}_{Tinf})}$. Note that the values of $\rho_{Tinf}$ being greater than 1 imply that the MdlParam$_{Tinf}$ is closer to SEROStudy$_{Tinf}$ estimates than BaseParam$_{Tinf}$. In Figure 2 (e), we plot $\rho_{Tinf}$. Overall, the $\rho_{Tinf}$ values are greater in Figure 2 (a) to (d) (1.20, 2.62, 5.46, and 1.22), which indicates that MdlParam performs better overall. Note that even when the value of $\rho_{Tinf}$ is 1.20, the improvement made by MdlParam$_{Tinf}$ over BaseParam$_{Tinf}$ in terms of RMSE is about 12091. Hence, one can conclude that MdlParam$_{Tinf}$ is indeed superior to BaseParam$_{Tinf}$, when it comes to estimating total number of infections.
Figure 2: BASEPARAM’s and MdlParam’s estimation of total infections. (a)-(d) MdlParam’s estimation of total infections is more accurate than BASEPARAM’s. The grey dash line divides the observed and future periods (which was not accessible to the model while calibrating). The blue and red curves represent BASEPARAM’s estimation of total infections, BASEPARAM\text{Inf}, and MdlParam’s estimation of total infections, MdlParam\text{Inf}, respectively. The black point estimates and confidence intervals represent the total infections estimated by serological studies \cite{2,26}, or SeroStudy\text{Inf}. Note that the plot corresponds to different geographic regions for SAPHIRE and SEIR+HD epidemiological models, and hence the scales differ. (e) The performance metric, $\rho_{\text{Inf}}$, comparing MdlParam\text{Inf} against BASEPARAM\text{Inf} is shown for the regions in (a)-(d). Here, the values of $\rho_{\text{Inf}}$ are 1.20, 2.62, 5.46, and 1.22, implying that MdlParam performs better in the estimation of total infections than BASEPARAM for different geographic regions and epidemiological models.

(B) Estimating Reported Infections: MdlParam leads to better fit and projection than BASEPARAM at different stages of the COVID-19 epidemic

Here, we use the same observed period to learn the parameterizations. We then forecast the reported infections in the future periods, which were not accessible to the model while training. The results are summarized in Figure 3. In (a) to (d) and (f) to (i), the vertical grey dash divides the observed and future period. The black plus symbols represent New York Times reported infections, NYT-R\text{inf}. The blue curve represents BASEPARAM’s estimation of reported infections, BASEPARAM\text{Rinf}. Similarly, the red curve represents MdlParam’s estimation of reported infections, MdlParam\text{Rinf}. Note that the curves to the right of the horizontal grey line are the future predictions. As seen in the figure, MdlParam\text{Rinf} aligns more closely with NYT-R\text{inf} than BASEPARAM\text{Rinf}, indicating the superiority of MdlInfer in estimating reported infections for the future period.

We define a performance metric $\rho_{\text{Rinf}}$ as $\frac{\text{RMSE(BASEPARAM\text{Rinf}, NYT-R\text{inf})}}{\text{RMSE(MdlParam\text{Rinf}, NYT-R\text{inf})}}$ to compare MdlParam\text{Rinf} against BASEPARAM\text{Rinf} in a manner similar to above. In Figure 3 (e) and (j), we plot the $\rho_{\text{Rinf}}$ for the observed and the future period. In both (e) and (j), we notice that the $\rho_{\text{Rinf}}$ is close to or greater than 1. This further shows that MdlParam\text{Rinf} has a better or at least closer fit for reported infections than BASEPARAM\text{Rinf}. Additionally, the $\rho_{\text{Rinf}}$ for the future period is even greater than $\rho_{\text{Rinf}}$ for the observed period, which shows that MdlParam\text{Rinf} performs even better in forecast than BASEPARAM\text{Rinf}.

Note that Figure 3 (a) to (d) correspond to the early state of the COVID-19 epidemic in spring and summer 2020, and Figure 3 (f) to (i) correspond to fall 2020. Here, the value of $\rho_{\text{Rinf}}$ is greater than 1 indicating that MdlParam\text{Rinf} outperforms BASEPARAM\text{Rinf} and MdlInfer performs well in estimating temporal patterns at different stages of the COVID-19 epidemic.
Figure 3: BASEPARAM’s and MDLPARAM’s estimation of reported infections. (a)-(d) and (f)-(i) MDLPARAM’s estimation of reported infections has better fit and projection than BASEPARAM’s. The grey dash line divides the observed period and future period. Black plus symbols represent the infections reported by the New York Times (NYT-Rinf). The blue curve represents BASEPARAM’s estimation of reported infections BASEPARAM_Rinf. Similarly, red curve represents MDLPARAM’s estimation of reported infections MDLPARAM_Rinf. Each plot corresponds to a different geographic region for the SAPHIRE model or SEIR+HD model with different scales. The results show that MDLPARAM_Rinf aligns closer with NYT-Rinf than BASEPARAM_Rinf. Besides, MDLPARAM_Rinf has a better projection for the future period than BASEPARAM_Rinf. (e) and (j) The performance metric, $p_{Rinf}$, comparing MDLPARAM_Rinf against BASEPARAM_Rinf, is shown for the regions for both the observed period (e), and the future period (j). MDLPARAM_Rinf is close to or better than BASEPARAM_Rinf in both the observed and future period.

(C) Estimating Symptomatic Rate: MDLPARAM estimates the symptomatic rate more accurately than BASEPARAM

We validate this observation using Facebook’s symptomatic surveillance dataset [49]. Here we plot the estimated symptomatic rate over time and overlay the estimates and standard error from the symptomatic surveillance data (See Figure 4). The red and blue curves are the MDLPARAM’s and BASEPARAM’s estimation of symptomatic rates, MDLPARAM_Symp and BASEPARAM_Symp respectively. Note that the SAPHIRE model does not contain states corresponding to the symptomatic infections. Therefore, we only focus on the SEIR+HD model. We compare the trends of the MDLPARAM_Symp and BASEPARAM_Symp with the symptomatic surveillance results. We focus on trends rather than actual values because the symptomatic rate numbers could be biased [49] (see Methods section for a detailed discussion) and therefore cannot be compared directly with model outputs (like what we have done for serological studies). As seen in the figure, the MDLPARAM_Symp captures the trends of the surveyed symptomatic rate RATE_Symp (represented by black plus symbols) much better than BASEPARAM_Symp.

To summarize, these three sets of experiments in (A), (B) and (C) together demonstrate that BASEPARAM fails to accurately estimate all the infections including unreported ones. On the other hand, MDLPARAM estimates total infections closer to those estimated by serological studies and better fits reported infections and symptomatic rate trends.
Figure 4: MdlParam’s estimation of symptomatic rate is more accurate than BaseParam’s. The blue and red curves represent the BaseParam’s estimation of symptomatic rate (BaseParam_Symp), and MdlParam’s estimation of symptomatic rate (MdlParam_Symp) respectively. The black points and the shaded regions are the point estimate with standard error for Rate_Symp (the COVID-related symptomatic rates derived from the symptomatic surveillance dataset [49, 51]).

Evaluating the effect of Non-pharmaceutical Interventions

(D) MdlParam reveals that a large majority of COVID-19 infections were unreported

We computed the cumulative reported rate MdlParam_Rate measured by the ratio of the cumulative value of reported infections to the total infections estimated by MdlParam over time and plotted it in Figure 5 (a). The figure shows that the MdlParam_Rate increases in early March, and then gradually decreases. This observation is explained by the community spread-driven COVID-19 outbreaks that were not reported until early March, which fits the earlier study [40].

(E) Non-pharmaceutical interventions on asymptomatic and presymptomatic infections are essential to control the COVID-19 epidemic

Our simulations show that non-pharmaceutical interventions on asymptomatic and presymptomatic infections are essential to control COVID-19. Here, we plotted the simulated reported infections of MdlParam in Figure 5 (c) (red curve). We then repeated the simulation of reported infections for 5 different scenarios: (i) isolate just the reported infections, (ii) just the symptomatic infections, and isolate symptomatic infections in addition to (iii) 25%, (iv) 50%, and (v) 75% of both asymptomatic and presymptomatic infections. In our setup, we assume that the infectivity reduces by half when a person is isolated. As seen in the figure, when only the reported infections are isolated, there is almost no change in the “future” reported infections. However, when we isolate both the reported and symptomatic infections, the reported infections decreases significantly. Even here, the reported infections are still not decreasing. On the other hand, non-pharmaceutical interventions for some fraction of asymptomatic and presymptomatic infections decrease reported infections. Thus, we can conclude that non-pharmaceutical interventions on asymptomatic infections are essential in controlling the COVID-19 epidemic.
Figure 5: Cumulative reported rate and non-pharmaceutical intervention simulation results. (a) The cumulative reported rate trend during COVID-19 outbreak. The blue and red curve represent the cumulative reported rate of BASEPARAM, BASEPARAM\textsubscript{Rate}, and of MDLPARAM, MDLPARAM\textsubscript{Rate}, respectively. The black point estimate and its confidence interval represent the reported rate SEROSTUDY\textsubscript{Rate} estimated by serological studies \cite{2,26}. (b) The grey dash line divides the observed period and future period. The blue curve represents the BASEPARAM’s estimation of reported infections, BASEPARAM\textsubscript{Rinf}. The other five curves represent the simulated reported infections for the 5 scenarios described in the Results section. (c) Non-pharmaceutical interventions on asymptomatic and presymptomatic infections are essential to control the COVID-19 epidemic. The red curve represents the MDLPARAM’s estimation of reported infections, MDLPARAM\textsubscript{Rinf}. The other five curves represent the simulated reported infections for the same 5 scenarios as in (b).

(F) Accuracy of non-pharmaceutical intervention simulations relies on the good estimation of unreported infections

Here, we also plot the simulated reported infections generated of BASEPARAM in Figure 5 (b) (blue curve). As seen in the figure, based on BASEPARAM, we can infer that only non-pharmaceutical interventions on symptomatic infections are enough to control the COVID-19 epidemic. However, this has been proven to be incorrect by prior studies and real-world observations \cite{41}. Therefore, we can conclude that the accuracy of non-pharmaceutical intervention simulation relies on the quality of the learned parameterization.

Discussion and Future Work

This study proposes MDLINFER, a data-driven model selection approach that automatically estimates total infections based on the optimal parameterization of epidemiological models. Our approach leverages the information theoretic Minimum Length Description (MDL) principle, to select total infections that “best describe” the observed outbreak. Our approach addresses several gaps in current practice including the long-term infeasibility of serological studies \cite{26}, and ad-hoc assumptions of epidemiological models. MDLINFER employs a principled method that selects the total infections which “describes” the reported infections best. At the same time, the existing epidemiological models \cite{33,39,43,25} typically rely on the baseline parameterization learned by ad-hoc heuristics. The MDLINFER framework can also be adapted to work on a set of calibrated parameterizations to generate uncertainty estimates.

Overall, our results show that MDLINFER estimates total infections at various geographical
locations and different epidemiological models more accurately than the baseline parameterization from both directions, i.e., it corrects both over- and under-estimates. For example, compared to the baseline parameterization, we correctly estimate 55719 more infections by April 1 for the SEIR+HD model (Figure 2 (d)), and 87636 fewer infections for the SAPHIRE model (Fig. 2 (e)) for South Florida. We also show that MdlInfer leads to a better fit of the reported infections in the observed period and more accurate forecasts for the future period than the baseline parameterization. We reveal that a large majority of COVID-19 infections were unreported, where non-pharmaceutical interventions on unreported infections can help to mitigate the COVID-19 outbreak. We also show that MdlInfer estimates a more accurate symptomatic rate than the baseline parameterization. Additionally, our results show consistent performance with respect to the reported infections and serological studies on both the SAPHIRE and SEIR+HD models.

The MdlInfer framework is likely to be helpful in the surveillance of COVID-19 in the near future, and for future epidemics. Even with the U.S. returning to normalcy, surveillance of the pandemic is still essential for public health. The daily incidence of COVID-19 has decreased from early 2021 to summer 2021, according to the CDC COVID Data Tracker portal [7,35]. However, new variants of the SARS-CoV-2 (e.g., the Delta and Omicron variants) have been spreading rapidly [37,46,21]. Testing for these new variants and large-scale surveillance via laboratory tests may be limited and less systematic than what was done for COVID-19 before. In such settings, using our MdlInfer framework, epidemiologists and policymakers can improve the accuracy of estimates of total infections (without large-scale serological studies), as well as forecasts of their models.

One of the limitations of our work is that the benefits of using MdlInfer depends on the suitability of the epidemiological model. If the epidemiological model is not expressive enough for the observed data, then the gains from MdlInfer may not be significant. As future work, it may be helpful to adapt MdlInfer to measure the quality of the base epidemiological model. We also note that MdlInfer is built on ODE-based epidemiological models; other kinds of epidemic models, e.g., agent-based models [42,28,57,17,44], are more suitable in some settings. It would be interesting to extend MdlInfer to incorporate such models. Finally, there is significant population heterogeneity in disease outcomes [15,31], e.g., differences in severity rate or mortality rate, when infected with COVID-19, for different age group [22,27], which has not been considered in our work.

To summarize, MdlInfer is a robust data-driven method to accurately estimate total infections, which will help data scientists, epidemiologists, and policy-makers to further improve existing ODE-based epidemiological models, make accurate forecasts, and combat the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic. More generally, MdlInfer opens up a new line of research in epidemic modeling using information theoretic frameworks.

Materials and Methods

Data

Datasets

We use the following publicly available datasets for our study:

1. **New York Times reported infections** [3]: This dataset (NYT-Rinf) consists of the daily time sequence of reported COVID-19 infections \( D_{\text{reported}} \) and the mortality \( D_{\text{mortality}} \) (cumulative values) for each county in the US starting from January 21, 2020 to current.

2. **Serological studies** [28,2]: This dataset consists of the point and 95% confidence interval estimates of the prevalence of antibodies to SARS-CoV-2 in 10 US locations every 3–4 weeks.
from March to July 2020. For each location, CDC works with commercial laboratories to collect the blood specimens in the population and test them for antibodies to SARS-CoV-2. Each specimen collection period ranges from 6 to 14 days. As suggested by prior work [32, 45], these serological studies have high sensitivity to antibodies for 6 months after infections. Hence, using the prevalence and total population in one location, we can compute the estimated total infections \( SeroStudy_{Tinf} \) for the past 6 months (i.e., from the beginning of the pandemic since January 2020). However, this \( SeroStudy_{Tinf} \) cannot be compared with the epidemiological model estimated total infection numbers directly. The reasons are (i) the antibodies may take 10 to 14 days delay to be detectable after infection [63, 52] and (ii) the 6-14 range period for specimen collection as mentioned before. To account for this, we compare the \( SeroStudy_{Tinf} \) numbers with the model estimated total infections of 7 days prior to the first day of specimen collection period (as also suggested by the CDC serological studies work [26]).

3. **Symptomatic surveillance** [49, 51]: This dataset consists of point estimate \( Rate_{Symp} \) (and standard error) of the COVID-related symptomatic rate for each county in the US starting from April 6, 2020 to date. The survey asks a series of questions on randomly sampled social media (Facebook) users to estimate the percentage of people who have a COVID-like symptoms such as as the fever along with cough or shortness of breath or difficulty breathing on a given day. However, there are several caveats such as they could not cover all symptoms of COVID-19 and these symptoms can be also caused by many other conditions, due to which they are not expected to be unbiased estimates for the true symptomatic rate [49]. Hence we focus on trends instead of the exact numbers. As the original symptomatic surveillance data is at a county level, we weighted the numbers using the total population of each county to compute the \( Rate_{Symp} \).

**Our Approach**

**Minimum Length Description Principle**

We formulate the problem of estimating total COVID-19 infections using the Minimum Length Description (MDL) principle [10] [24]. We use the two-part sender-receiver framework. The conceptual goal of the framework is to transmit the DATA from the possession of the hypothetical sender \( S \) to the hypothetical receiver \( R \). We assume the sender does this by first sending a MODEL and then sending the DATA under this MODEL. In the MDL framework, we want to minimize the number of bits for this process. We do this by identifying the MODEL that encodes the DATA such that the total number of bits needed to encode both the MODEL and the DATA is minimized. Hence our cost function (the total number of bits needed) is composed of two parts: (i) model cost \( L(Model) \): The cost in bits of encoding the MODEL and (ii) data cost \( L(Data|Model) \): The cost in bits of encoding the DATA given the MODEL. Intuitively, the idea is that a good MODEL will lead to a fewer number of bits needed to encode both MODEL and DATA. We formulate the general MDL optimization problem as follows: Given the DATA, \( L(Model) \), and \( L(Data|Model) \), find \( Model^* \) such that

\[
Model^* = \arg \min_{Model} L(Model) + L(Data|Model)
\] (1)

In our situation, the DATA is the reported COVID-19 infections \( D_{reported} \): it is the only real-world data given to us (indeed note that total infections are not directly observed). As described in the introduction section, the MODEL is intuitively \( (D, \alpha'_{reported}) \). Here \( D \) refers to a candidate total infections time series, and \( \alpha'_{reported} \) is the corresponding reported rate from \( D \). To compute...
\( \alpha_{\text{reported}} \), we need the candidate parameterization \( p' \) (after \( O_M \) is calibrated using \( D \)). Further, we choose to also add \( p \), making our MODEL to be \( (D, p', p) \). There are alternative MODELS that can be considered, but we choose this MODEL = \( (D, p', p) \) and explain more in the Supplementary Information. Next, we will introduce how we formulate our problem of estimating total infections using the MDL principle.

**MDL Formulation**

First, we need to introduce some notations used for MDL Formulation. By running the epidemiological model with \( p \), \( O_M \) will output reported infections. However, this output is an estimate of the reported infections by \( O_M \) rather than the exact \( D_{\text{reported}} \). This is because even though the model may have been calibrated using \( D_{\text{reported}} \), the calibration cannot be perfect, and there will be differences between these estimated reported infections and the \( D_{\text{reported}} \). Therefore, we term this estimated reported infections as \( D_{\text{reported}}(p) \). Similarly, we have the \( D_{\text{reported}}(p') \) and estimated total infections \( D(p') \) for \( p' \). As described in the introduction section, we can also calculate the estimated reported rate \( \alpha_{\text{reported}} \) and \( \alpha_{\text{reported}}' \) using \( p \) and \( p' \). With these notations, next we will formulate the space of all possible MODEL and give the equation for the cost in bits of encoding MODEL and DATA.

**The Space of MODEL**

We have MODEL = \( (D, p', p) \) as described above. Hence our MODEL space will be all possible daily sequences for \( D \) and all possible parameterizations for \( p \) and \( p' \). The MDL framework will search in this space to find the MODEL*.

**Model Cost**

With MODEL = \( (D, p', p) \), we conceptualize the model cost by imagining that the sender \( S \) will send the MODEL = \( (D, p', p) \) to the receiver \( R \) in three parts: (i) first send the \( p \) (sent by encoding \( p \) directly) (ii) next send the \( p' \) given \( p \) (sent by encoding \( p' - p \)) and (iii) then send \( D \) given \( p' \) and \( p \) (sent by encoding \( \alpha_{\text{reported}}' \times D - D_{\text{reported}}(p) \)). We term the model cost as \( L(D, p', p) \), with three components: \( \text{Cost}(p) \), \( \text{Cost}(p'|p) \), and \( \text{Cost}(D|p',p) \). Hence,

\[
L(D, p', p) = \text{Cost}(p) + \text{Cost}(p' - p|p) + \text{Cost}(\alpha_{\text{reported}}' \times D - D_{\text{reported}}(p)|p',p)
\]  

(2)

For Equation \( 2 \), the \( \text{Cost}(\cdot) \) function gives the total number of bits we need to spend in encoding each term. The details of the encoding method can be found in the Supplementary Information.

**Data Cost**

We need to send the DATA = \( D_{\text{reported}} \) next given the MODEL. Given MODEL = \( (D, p', p) \), we send DATA by encoding \( \frac{D - D_{\text{reported}}}{1 - \alpha_{\text{reported}}'} - D(p') \). Since \( D, p \) and \( p' \) have already been sent, the receiver \( R \) could recover back to \( D_{\text{reported}} \) from \( \frac{D - D_{\text{reported}}}{1 - \alpha_{\text{reported}}'} - D(p') \). We term data cost as \( L(D_{\text{reported}}|D, p', p) \) and formulate it as Equation \( 3 \)

\[
L(D_{\text{reported}}|D, p', p) = \text{Cost}(\frac{D - D_{\text{reported}}}{1 - \alpha_{\text{reported}}'} - D(p')|D, p', p)
\]  

(3)
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Total Cost
With \( L(D, p', p) \) as in Equation 2 and \( L(D_{\text{reported}}\mid D, p', p) \) as in Equation 3 above, the total cost \( L(D_{\text{reported}}, D, p', p) \) is:

\[
L(D_{\text{reported}}, D, p', p) = L(D, p', p) + L(D_{\text{reported}}\mid D, p', p)
= \text{Cost}(p) + \text{Cost}(p' - p|p)
+ \text{Cost}(\alpha'_{\text{reported}} \times D - D_{\text{reported}}(p)|p', p)
+ \text{Cost}(\frac{D - D_{\text{reported}}}{1 - \alpha'_{\text{reported}}} - D(p')|D, p', p)
\]

(4)

Problem Statement
Note that our main objective is to estimate the total infections \( D \). With \( L(D_{\text{reported}}\mid D, p', p) \) formulated in Equation 4, we can state the problem as: Given the time sequence \( D_{\text{reported}} \) and epidemiological model \( O_M \), find \( D^* \) that minimizes the MDL total cost i.e.

\[
D^* = \arg\min_D L(D_{\text{reported}}, D, p', p)
\]

(5)

Algorithm
Next, we will present our algorithm to solve the problem in Equation 5. Note that directly searching \( D^* \) naively is intractable since \( D^* \) is a daily sequence not a scalar. Instead, we propose first finding a "good enough" reported rate \( \alpha^*_{\text{reported}} \) quickly with the constraint \( D = \frac{D_{\text{reported}}}{\alpha'_{\text{reported}}} \) to reduce the search space. Then with this \( \alpha^*_{\text{reported}} \), we can search for the optimal \( D^* \) in Equation 5. Hence we propose a two-step algorithm: (i) do a linear search to find a good reported rate \( \alpha^*_{\text{reported}} \), (ii) given the \( \alpha^*_{\text{reported}} \) found above, use an optimization method to find the \( D^* \) that minimizes \( L(D_{\text{reported}}, D, p', p) \) with \( \alpha^*_{\text{reported}} \) constraints.

Step 1: Find the \( \alpha^*_{\text{reported}} \)
In step 1, we do a linear search on \( \alpha_{\text{reported}} \) to find the \( \alpha^*_{\text{reported}} \). As stated before, we use \( \frac{D_{\text{reported}}}{\alpha'_{\text{reported}}} \) as the \( D \) in \( L(D_{\text{reported}}, D, p', p) \) to help reduce the search space. Here, we formulate step 1 algorithm as Equation 6.

\[
\alpha^*_{\text{reported}} = \arg\min_{\alpha_{\text{reported}}} L(D_{\text{reported}}, \frac{D_{\text{reported}}}{\alpha_{\text{reported}}}, p', p)
\]

(6)

Step 2: Find the \( D^* \) given \( \alpha^*_{\text{reported}} \)
With the \( \alpha^*_{\text{reported}} \) found in step 1, we next find the \( D^* \) that minimizes the \( L(D_{\text{reported}}, D, p', p) \). Note that we have already found a good \( \alpha^*_{\text{reported}} \), we can constrain the \( D^* \) to ensure that the sum of \( D^* \) equals to the sum of \( \frac{D_{\text{reported}}}{\alpha^*_{\text{reported}}} \). We use the Nelder-Mead method [20] solve this constrained optimization problem for \( D^* \). Here, we formulate step 2 algorithm as Equation 7.

\[
D^* = \arg\min_D L(D_{\text{reported}}, D, p', p)
\]

(7)

We describe the two-step algorithm in more detail in the Supplementary Information.
Calibrate Procedure

Our idea is to use the baseline parameterization $p$ and candidate parameterization $p'$ for the MDL formulation. To learn the parameterization $p$ and $p'$, we need a calibrate procedure to learn them. Typically, there are many calibration procedures in literature [29, 59], and any calibrate procedure is acceptable. Here, we assume the existence of the calibrate procedure for $O_M$ and term it as Calibrate. The Calibrate takes two inputs: $O_M$ and the dataset. We further assume the dataset contains at least $D_{reported}$. This Calibrate uses loss function to learn parameterizations, usually root mean squared error (RMSE) [23] or log likelihood [33, 25] loss functions. Here, the baseline parameterization $p$ is learned as Equation 8

$$p = \text{Calibrate}(O_M, \{D_{reported}, \text{others}\})$$

We are also trying to find a better candidate parameterization $p'$ by calibrating on $D$ (and $D_{reported}$). Our idea is to calibrate $p'$ on $D_{reported}$ and the daily sequence of unreported infections ($D_{unreported}$). We use the same CALIBRATE procedure but just add another term on $D_{unreported}$ in the loss function. The candidate parameterization $p'$ is learned as Equation 9

$$p' = \text{Calibrate}(O_M, \{D_{reported}, D_{unreported}, \text{others}\})$$

SEIR+HD model and SAPHIRE model

Next, we describe how we use the two epidemiological models: SEIR+HD model and SAPHIRE model. As described in the main article, we use BASEPARAM and MDLPARAM to represent baseline parameterization and optimal parameterization identified by MDLINFER respectively. Note that as our MDLINFER is a principled and general framework, other epidemiological models or calibration procedures are also acceptable.

SEIR+HD model

The SEIR+HD model [33] consists of 10 states: Susceptible $S$, exposed $E$, pre-symptomatic $I_P$, severe symptomatic $I_S$, mild symptomatic $I_M$, asymptomatic $I_A$, hospitalized (eventual death) $H_D$, hospitalized (eventual recover) $H_R$, recovered $R$, and dead $D$. The calibration procedure described in Kain et al [33] only infers the transmission rate $\beta_0$ (the transmission rate in the absence of interventions), $\sigma$ (the proportional reduction on $\beta_0$ under shelter-in-place), and $E_0$ (number of initial infections). The other parameters are fixed. They assume the importations only happen at the beginning of the pandemic (captured by $E_0$), and the total population $N$ remains constant. Note that our work can be also extended to time-varying importations as well easily. We also extend the calibration procedure to infer two more parameters: $\alpha$ (proportion of asymptomatic infections) and $\alpha_1$ (proportion of new symptomatic infections that are reported). We compute the newly reported infections and unreported infections as follows:

1. New reported infections = $\alpha_1 \times (dIPIS + dIPIM)$: Here $dIPIS + dIPIM$ is the number of new symptomatic infections everyday. $dIPIS$ is the number of patients switching their state from $I_P$ to $I_S$ (and similarly for $dIPIM$). We assume $\alpha_1$ proportion of new symptomatic infections every day are reported.

2. New unreported infections = $(1 - \alpha_1) \times (dIPIS + dIPIM) + dEI_A$. 
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SAPHIRE model

The SAPHIRE model [25] consists of 7 states: Susceptible $S$, exposed $E$, pre-symptomatic $P$, ascertained infectious $I$, unascertained infectious $A$, hospitalized $D$, and recovered $R$. The calibration procedure [25] only infers the transmission rate $\beta$ and reported rate $r$ while keeping other parameters fixed. We also compute the newly reported infections and unreported infections as follows:

1. New reported infections $= \frac{\alpha P}{D_p}$: Here $P$ is the number of new infections from pre-symptomatic every day. $D_p$ is the parameter for the presymptomatic infectious period and is fixed. $\alpha$ is the reported rate estimated by the epidemiological model.

2. New unreported infections $= \frac{(1-\alpha)P}{D_p}$.

**BaseParam and MdlParam**

Finally, we describe how we get the results from *BaseParam* and *MdlParam*. Here, we use the baseline parameterization $p$ and *BaseParam* as examples (this can also be repeated for $p'$ and *MdlParam*). Using both $p$ and the epidemiological model $O_M$, we can calculate the *BaseParam*’s estimation of total infections $BaseParam_{Tinf}$ as the cumulative values of $D(p)$ from pandemic’s beginning. $D_{reported}(p)$ can be directly used as the *BaseParam*’s estimation of reported infections. For the cumulative reported rate $BaseParam_{Rate}$, we calculate it as the cumulative values of NYT-Rinf divided by $D(p)$. For the symptomatic rate, the SEIR+HD model [33] could estimate the number of symptomatic rate $BaseParam_{Symp}$ by dividing the number of infections in state $I_S$ and $I_M$ by the population number. However, SAPHIRE model [25] does not contain states that correspond to the symptomatic cases, so we cannot estimate the symptomatic rate using this model.
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Figure 1: Simulation results of the SEIR+HD model with different isolation strategies. The cumulative reported rate is shown in Figure (a), and the reported infections are shown in Figures (b) and (c). The model parameters used are BaseParam and MdlParam.